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Abstract28

This study describes a method to quantify the chemical composition of deep-29

sea hydrothermal deposits in situ using laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy30

(LIBS). Partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis is applied to spectra31

obtained using a long laser pulse with a duration of 150 ns. The number of mea-32

surements needed to address the spatial heterogeneity of samples is determined33

through high-resolution mapping of the elemental distribution in rock samples.34

PLS applied to laboratory measured seawater-submerged samples achieved an35

average relative error (RE) of 25 % for Cu, Pb, and Zn compared to benchmark36

concentration values in cross-validation and validation studies, where both the37

benchmark concentration values and LIBS spectral data are made available with38
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this publication. The PLS model was applied to LIBS signals obtained in situ39

from hydrothermal deposits at 1000 m depth in the ocean. The results show40

that target inhomogeneity limits the accuracy of the surface LIBS measure-41

ments compared to benchmark values from bulk analysis of samples. Making42

multiple measurements with small position offsets at each location improves the43

accuracy of estimates compared to an equivalent number of measurements at a44

single position. Maps of element distribution generated using quantified in situ45

data demonstrates how chemical survey outputs can be generated by combin-46

ing LIBS with multivariate analysis. This enables real-time chemical feedback47

during deep-sea operations and chemical surveys in situations or with platforms48

where sample recovery is not possible.49

Keywords: Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), In situ chemical50

analysis, Deep-sea explorations, Seafloor mineral resources, Multivariate51

analysis, Partial least squares regression analysis52

1. Introduction53

Accurately geo-referenced chemical information from analysis of rocks and54

deposits sampled using underwater robots has advanced our understanding of55

deep-sea geochemical processes (Thornton et al., 2015). Though seafloor mineral56

resources such as hydrothermal sulphide deposits are of interest from scientific57

and potential commercial perspectives, the time and cost of conventional sam-58

pling at depth of hundreds to thousands of metres and analysis in a laboratory59

are limiting. The number of samples that can be recovered using remotely oper-60

ated vehicles (ROVs), grabs or dredges is limited to the capacity of each platform61

and typically feedback of chemical information requires long time. This com-62

bined with the non-uniform spatial distribution of elements means that most63

surveys become multi-expedition efforts. To address these limitations on land,64

in situ measurement techniques are often applied. These use portable X-ray65

fluorescence (XRF) or laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) prior to66

sampling or drilling to determine locations to efficiently characterise the site.67
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The aim of this work is to develop an equivalent method to quantify in situ mea-68

surements of deep-sea rocks and deposits using LIBS (Thornton et al., 2015),69

and demonstrate how this can be applied to data obtained at a 1000 m depth70

hydrothermal site.71

LIBS is a form of atomic emission spectroscopy that analyses light emitted72

from atoms and ions of ablated material in a plasma created by focusing a high73

power laser pulse on a target. The advantages of LIBS are that it requires no74

sample preparation, the measurements are quick, the results are available in75

real-time, and a micro-scale depth profile can be obtained for solid samples.76

The technique has been applied to field measurements in various environments77

such as in nuclear power plants (Whitehouse et al., 2001) and on Mars (Wiens78

et al., 2012). While XRF and LIBS have comparable accuracy for quantita-79

tive analysis of solid targets (Rakovský et al., 2014), LIBS has the advantage80

that it can be used in bulk liquid environments. Though it is often reported81

that signal degradation is observed when targets are measured in water using82

a conventional laser pulse (Pichahchy et al., 1997, Giacomo et al., 2004, Lazic83

et al., 2005), several techniques have been described to address this limitation.84

Many groups have reported enhancement of signals from solids submerged in85

water by using a double-pulse technique (Nyga and Neu, 1993). However, the86

double-pulse method is sensitive to the external pressure (Giacomo et al., 2011,87

Takahashi et al., 2013), which does not allow us to use the LIBS technique in88

deep-sea environments. Lawrence-synder et al. (2006) were the first to observe89

well-resolved spectral lines of bulk ionic solutions at high pressures of up to90

30 MPa using a conventional single pulse laser (Lawrence-Snyder et al., 2006),91

followed by further investigations by Michel et al. (2007, 2008) (Michel et al.,92

2007, Michel and Chave, 2008). Other groups also reported similar results for93

bulk solutions (Thornton et al., 2014, Hou et al., 2014), with Thornton et al.94

(2011) demonstrating measurement of solids at high pressure for the first time95

(Thornton and Ura, 2011). This led to in situ LIBS measurements of seawater96

and solid targets in the deep-sea for the first time in 2011 (Thornton et al.,97

2013b), with other groups following several years later (Guo et al., 2017). A98
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major development for underwater measurements was reported by using a laser99

pulse with a long duration of ≥ 100 ns yielding significant enhancements in sig-100

nal quality for underwater samples (Sakka et al., 2006, 2007, 2009, 2014). This101

has been found to be applicable to both bulk liquids (Thornton et al., 2014)102

and submerged solids (Thornton et al., 2013a) at pressures of up to 30 MPa103

without significant signal degradation. In 2013, the long-pulse method was ap-104

plied to in situ measurements of seawater and hydrothermal deposits at depths105

of more than 1000 m using “ChemiCam”, a 3000 m depth rated deep-sea LIBS106

instrument. Spectra with a high enough resolution to detect the major elements107

in deep-sea minerals were successfully obtained, showing that major elements108

ratios could be accurately determined from in situ measurements to correctly109

classify deposits using ternary diagrams (Thornton et al., 2015).110

The next step for deep-sea LIBS analysis is quantification of chemical com-111

positions of rock samples. Generic methods to quantify field measurements of112

unknown targets with complex compositions in water have not yet been de-113

veloped. Large shot-to-shot fluctuations of signals seen in underwater LIBS114

signals due to short plasma lifetime are problematic for quantitative analysis.115

Though quantitative analysis using calibration curves has been demonstrated116

with matrix-matched standards in air (Lazic et al., 2005), and for specific ele-117

ments under controlled conditions (Matsumoto et al., 2015), quantitative analy-118

sis of samples with complex compositions is hampered by strong matrix effects.119

Calibration-free LIBS (CF-LIBS) cab be used to correct matrix effects and signal120

fluctuations through theoretical analysis of the spectrum (Ciucci et al., 1999).121

The compositions of Cu and Zn of brass alloys submerged in water were deter-122

mined using CF-LIBS with relative errors (REs) of ≤ 10 % (Takahashi et al.,123

2015). However, to apply this method, the peaks of all elements contained in the124

target need to be observed, and this limits the application of CF-LIBS to geologi-125

cal samples with complex compositions and limited prior knowledge (Sallé et al.,126

2006, Herrera et al., 2009). Chemometrics methods such as multivariate analy-127

sis and artificial neural networks (ANNs) are promising tools for application to128

complex materials (Death et al., 2008, 2009, Sirven et al., 2006). Multivariate129
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analysis can separate noise from useful signals in spectra, making it robust to130

matrix effects by constructing a statistical model that relates latent variables131

(LVs) extracted from the full spectra of all samples in a database with their132

known compositions. Multivariate methods have been investigated for LIBS133

spectra of Martian rocks (Clegg et al., 2009). The accuracy obtained from par-134

tial least squares (PLS) regression analysis was shown to be robust compared135

to other multivariate methods in a benchmark study (Boucher et al., 2015),136

and it has been adopted to quantify in situ data obtained for Martian rocks137

(Maurice et al., 2016, Clegg et al., 2009). For underwater applications, while138

classification and identification of seawater-submerged rocks have been demon-139

strated (Yoshino et al., 2018, Yelameli et al., 2019), quantitative analysis has140

not previously been reported. When PLS was applied to LIBS spectra of water-141

submerged brass samples obtained using a long laser pulse, it was found that142

signal pre-processing methods such as normalisation and database segmentation143

by excitation temperature (Takahashi et al., 2016, 2018) improve accuracy. This144

study applies PLS to the spectra of 40 seawater-submerged pelletised deposit145

samples to characterise the accuracy of the method when measuring Cu, Pb146

and Zn concentrations, and subsequently to in situ measurements of hydrother-147

mal deposits in the field at 1000 m water depth in the middle Okinawa Trough,148

Japan. The accuracy of the PLS analysis is evaluated and the method is applied149

to quantify field measurements made using different operational strategies, and150

a geo-referenced map of the major element composition of a deep-sea vent field151

is generated.152

2. Measurement setup and materials153

2.1. Experimental setup154

2.1.1. Laboratory setup155

The laboratory setup used to verify the accuracy of the method is described156

in our previous work (Yoshino et al., 2018). The plasma was generated on the157

seawater-submerged targets using a custom-built Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with158
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a wavelength of 1064 nm, pulse energy of 5 mJ, and pulse width of 150 ns. The159

repetition rate was 2 Hz and the laser beam was delivered via a 600µm fused-160

silica fibre. This setup simulates the same conditions as in situ measurements161

with the exception of water pressure, which had been shown to have a negligible162

effect up to 30 MPa for long pulse measurements (Thornton et al., 2013a). The163

targets were submerged in the artificial seawater (Osakayakken. Co. Ltd.,164

Marine Art SF-1) at a 10 mm distance from the face of a custom-made objective165

lens with 5 × magnification that was also submerged. The diameter of the166

laser beam at its focal point is 120µm. The light emitted from the plasma167

passes through a custom-built spectrograph via a bundle of 43 fused-silica fibres168

with the 100µm diameter each and the spectra are recorded using an intensified169

charged coupled device (ICCD, Princeton Instruments, PI-MAX 4) from 320 nm170

to 550 nm at a resolution of 0.25 nm. The high variability of underwater plasmas171

requires a high throughput so that well-resolved signals can be observed from a172

single shot. At the same time, a high resolution is needed to resolve the complex173

spectra obtained from underwater deposits. To satisfy both these conditions,174

ChemiCam uses a Czerny Turner spectrometer coupled to an ICCD camera,175

where a 320 to 550 nm range at 0.25 nm represents a good tradeoff between176

simplicity of materials in the optical setup, high throughput and resolution.177

Wavelength calibration was performed using a mercury calibration lamp (Ocean178

Optics, HG-1). The spectral sensitivity characteristics of the observation setup179

were calibrated using a standard halogen lamp (Ocean Optics, HD-2000-CAL).180

The gate width and the gate delay of the ICCD were set to 500 ns and 400 ns,181

respectively, as these values were found to achieve the largest signal-to-noise182

ratio.183

2.1.2. In situ deep-sea LIBS device184

The specification of ChemiCam is summarised in Table S1 (Supplementary185

Material). The main housing consists of a long-pulse laser, spectrograph, and186

ICCD with identified specifications in section 2.1.1. The central processing unit187

(CPU, Advantech Co., Ltd., PCM-3363 and PCM-3665) is located in the main188
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housing. The CPU controls the laser, ICCD and other components, and logs189

all data. Measurements and instrument settings are monitored in real-time via190

an RS232 serial or an Ethernet connection to the device. The laser pulse shape191

and intensities measured using photodiodes built within the device are stored192

for each pulse. The fibre cable is the same as laboratory setup and connected193

to the main housing, protected by a flexible, pressure resistance stainless steel194

pipe. A focusing probe of diameter 200 mm and length 500 mm is attached to195

the other end of the fibre. The device relies on the use of an ROV manipulator196

to bring the probe near the target. A single-axis linear stage with a stroke length197

of 40 mm and step resolution of 40µm is used during in situ measurements for198

fine focusing. A guiding laser beam with a wavelength of 656 nm is delivered199

through one of bundled fibre cables, and the light intensity of the reflected beam200

is used for automatic focusing. While the focused points of the 656 nm guide201

and 1064 nm measurement lasers are different due to chromatic aberration, the202

difference is less than 0.1 % of total distance to the focal point, which can be203

considered negligible.204

2.2. Materials205

2.2.1. Samples for cross-validation and validation: bulk pellets206

The samples used in this work are shown in Table S2 (Supplementary Ma-207

terial). Samples 1 to 40 were used for cross-validation and validation. Samples208

1 to 5 are standard geological powder samples taken at sites on land, issued209

by Geochemical Reference Samples, National Institute of Advance Industrial210

Science and Technology, Japan. The other samples were collected at different211

deep-sea hydrothermal fields. Samples 6 to 10 and 12 to 40 are all sulphide-rich212

chimney and mound ore samples taken mostly from the Okinawa Trough, Japan,213

except for sample 10 that was taken at the Pika Site in the Southern Mariana214

Trough (12.9◦ N, 143.6◦ E), which is dominated by pyrite (FeS2). Sample 11 is215

the only Ca-sulphate-rich chimney sample. Samples 9, 11, 13, 18 and 19 were216

taken at the Hatoma Knoll (24.86◦ N, 123.84◦ E), and sample 7 was taken at the217

Hakurei Site, Izena Hole (27.25◦ N, 127.07◦ E). The other samples were taken218
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at the Original Site, Iheya North Knoll (27.79◦ N, 126.90◦ E). The rock samples219

taken from the seafloor were crushed into powder using an agate mortar and220

sifted using a sieve with a 212 µm opening size in order to obtain pellets that221

are representative of bulk composition with less heterogeneity than the original222

samples. The compositions of rock samples taken from the seafloor, i .e. sam-223

ples 6 to 54, were certified using other well established laboratory techniques224

to provide benchmark concentration values. Samples 6 to 23 were measured225

using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), in-226

ductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), or instrumental neuron227

activation analysis (INAA) by Activation Laboratories Ltd. Samples 24 to 54228

were measured using ICP-MS at the Japan Agency for Marin-Earth Science and229

Technology (JAMSTEC). Powder bulk pellets of samples 1 to 40 were used for230

LIBS measurements in the laboratory. Pellets were made using a hydraulic press231

(Specac, AtlasTM 15 Ton Hydraulic Press) under a 10 tonne load for 5 minutes.232

The powder was put into a polyvinyl chloride ring of internal diameter 13 mm233

and 5 mm height (Rigaku, polyvinyl chloride ring for powder samples). This234

was sandwiched between pellet dies (Specac, AtlasTM Evacuable Pellet Dies).235

The Cu concentrations of samples for cross-validation vary from 0.00 to 8.02 %,236

Pb concentrations vary from 0.00 to 26.5 %, and Zn concentrations vary from237

0.00 to 51.2 %. The irradiation point was moved every 10 or 20 shots depending238

on sample mechanical properties to limit the irradiation damage.239

Samples 24 to 54 were collected during in situ LIBS experiments. Details240

of in situ data acquisition are explained in section 2.2.2. Several rocks were241

collected at some of the locations, e.g . NB-6 (samples 29 and 30), to characterise242

handspecimen-scale inhomogeneity. Quantification results of in situ data were243

compared to the average composition of samples recovered at each location.244

The compositions of the samples determined using well established laboratory245

techniques in Table S2 and other minor elements are released as an open dataset246

together with their underwater LIBS spectra with this publication, accessible247

at https://github.com/ocean-perception/chemicam open database.248
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2.2.2. In situ data: rock surfaces249

In situ data was collected at the Original Site, Iheya North Knoll at a wa-250

ter depth of 1000 m in the Okinawa Trough during the NT16-01 cruise of the251

research vessel (R/V) Natsushima in January, 2016, and KS-18-J03 of the R/V252

Shinseimaru in February, 2018. In both expeditions, ChemiCam was mounted253

on the ROV Hyper-Dolphin as shown in Fig. 1 (a). During operation, the ROV254

manipulator held the focusing probe as shown in Fig. 1 (b). A regional map of255

the Iheya North hydrothermal field, middle Okinawa Trough and bathymetry256

around the survey area are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. The257

bathymetry in Fig. 2 was taken from the General Bathymetric Chart of the258

Oceans (The GEBCO 2019 Grid, 15 arc-second intervals). The bathymetry259

map in Fig. 2 (b) was produced by the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)260

Urashima survey during the cruise YK07-07 of R/V Yokosuka in May, 2007261

(Yamamoto et al., 2009). The applied multi-narrow beam echo sounder was a262

SEABAT 7125 whose frequency and beam width were 400 kHz and 1.0 degree ×263

0.5 degree (fore-aft × athwart). The survey area is a large, active hydrothermal264

vent (Takai et al., 2012). A top view projection of a 3D visual reconstruction265

of the survey area and the corresponding hillshade map are shown in Fig. 2 (c)266

and (d), respectively (Thornton et al., 2016, Bodenmann et al., 2017a,b, 2013).267

The measurement locations shown in Fig. 2 were determined by matching vi-268

sually the 3D image (Fig. 2 (c)), the real-time video image sent from the ROV,269

and the ROV’s position information obtained using the super-short baseline270

acoustic system of the mother ship. Fig. 2 (c) and (d) were taken using the271

SeaXerocks long-range 3D seafloor imaging instrument (Thornton et al., 2016)272

during the KY14-01 cruise of the R/V Kaiyo in January, 2014. During the273

NT16-01 cruise, 12 locations around the 30 m high North Big Chimney (NBC)274

mound and chimney, were measured over 3 deployments. The survey area was275

50×50 m and the measurements were performed at 8 locations on the base part276

of the NBC mound (NB-1, NB-2, NB-4, NB-5, NB-7 to NB-10), 3 locations277

on the shoulder part of the NBC mound (NB-3, NB-6, NB-11) and 1 location278
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on the top of the chimney at the central part of the NBC mound (NB-12) as279

shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d). The average distance between measurements was280

10 m. During the KS-18-J03 cruise, 11 locations around the Bio Site, which is281

located by 30 m north of the NBC mound, were measured over 4 deployments.282

The total survey area was 25×25 m and average distance between measurements283

was 5 m, more densely spaced than that at the NBC mound. Since there are284

no public guidelines for field measurements with LIBS, we applied protocols285

developed based on in situ XRF surveys of minerals (L. Ge and Zhou, 2005)286

as a starting point for discussion on this topic. Our emphasis here is in the287

difference between the single and triple point measurements recommended by288

Ref. (L. Ge and Zhou, 2005). For terrestrial surveys, guidelines recommend289

triple and quintuple point measurements at 50-100 cm intervals. However, for290

subsea surveys, ROV repositioning is a time consuming operation and given the291

limited reach of the manipulator and availability of time, these measurements292

were replaced with single and triple measurements respectively.293

• weathered or oxidised surface layer (∼ 1 mm) removal using a grinder to294

expose a fresh surface, and295

• triple point (detailed) measurements for a period of 3 × 20 minutes to296

obtain 3 sets of > 200 well-resolved spectra with a 30 cm range interval,297

or298

• single point (standard) measurements for a period of 20 minutes to obtain299

> 200 well-resolved spectra.300

The increased turbidity caused by rock grinding operations could potentially301

affect laser focusing. To mitigate this issue, sufficient time (typically a few min-302

utes) was taken for suspended particles to settle prior to carrying out the LIBS303

measurements. Triple point measurements were made at 50 % of the survey304

locations to characterise local scale heterogeneity. Table S3 (Supplementary305

Material) shows a summary of measurements at the NBC mound and Bio Site306

where the time taken to grind the surface, LIBS measurement time, the num-307
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ber of analytically useful spectra for PLS calculation, the number of total laser308

shots fired at each point, and ratio of analytical spectra to total laser shots are309

shown. The method used to extract well-resolved analytical spectra is explained310

in section 3.1. At the NBC mound, the triple point detailed measurements were311

performed at 6 locations (NB-1 to NB-6) and single point measurements were312

performed at the rest of locations (NB-7 to NB-12). In the Bio Site, triple point313

detailed measurements were performed at 6 locations (BS-1 to BS-6) and single314

point measurements were performed at 5 locations (BS-7 to BS-11). The grind-315

ing operation took 10 minutes for a triple point measurement and 5-6 minutes316

for a single point measurement on average since a triple point measurement317

needs larger exposed surface area. The rock surface at NB-12 at the top of the318

chimney was not ground since the slope of the chimney is steeper than 60◦ and319

it was not possible to land stably enough to deploy the grinder. Measurements320

were performed for 17 minutes and 24 minutes on average at each point at the321

NBC mound and Bio Site, respectively, in which 2000-3000 spectra were taken,322

to obtain a sufficient number of well-resolved spectra. On average, 200-300 well-323

resolved spectra were taken at each point. The ratio of well-resolved analytical324

spectra was one-tenth on average because of the ROV’s motion caused by surface325

and bottom currents, and the effects of the sea state on the mother ship causing326

the ROV tether cable to be pulled, which required re-positioning of the ROV327

and refocusing of the probe. The difference in average measurement time is328

attributed to the worse weather conditions during KS-18-J03, which mean that329

the ROV needed to be re-positioned more frequently. At some locations at the330

Bio Site, due to particularly severe sea conditions, the measurement required up331

to 40 minutes and resulted in a low ratio of analytical spectra. Rocks were col-332

lected at each location after measurements for high-accurate laboratory-based333

analysis. The same deposits that were measured were sampled where possible.334

Photos taken during measurements are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows grind-335

ing of the surface layer of the rock, (b) shows ChemiCam measurements, and (c)336

shows ROV sampling of the target. In Fig. 4 (b), the left and right photos were337

taken during a single and triple measurement at the NBC mound, respectively.338
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Focusing probe

Fiber optic cable

ChemiCam (front)

(b)(a)

Figure 1: (a) ChemiCam mounted in the ROV Hyper-Dolphin. (b) Close up of the focusing

probe and the ROV manipulator.

Grinding was performed over a large enough area to be able to visually confirm339

the measurement probe was placed on the ground surface. The red light seen340

in the right photo of Fig. 4 (b) is the light from the guide laser used to focus341

the probe. The main purpose of the surface grinding operation is to remove342

the oxidised or weathered and so potentially unrepresentative surface material343

in accordance with standard practice in in situ XRF monitoring. The ground344

depth is approximately 1 cm. However, the measurements made using LIBS is345

of the exposed surface and not of the bulk volume of the target, which is what346

is typically measured in samples and in the pelletised bulk samples that were347

used in the cross-validation and validation studies.348
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Figure 2: (a) Regional map of Iheya North field. The bathymetry in Fig. 2 was taken from the

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (The GEBCO 2019 Grid, 15 arc-second intervals).

(b) Bathymetry of the Iheya-North hydrothermal field with locations of hydrothermal chim-

neys (Kawagucci et al., 2013). Depth contours are at 10 m intervals. (c) Top view projection

of a 3D visual reconstruction and (d) the hillshade map generated using stereo-images (Thorn-

ton et al., 2016). The green triangles indicate locations where triple point measurements were

performed (NB-1 to NB-6, and BS-1 to BS-6) and the pink circles indicate locations where

single point measurements were performed (NB-7 to NB-12, and BS-7 to BS-11).
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1. Surface grinding 
Single: 5 min, Triple: 10 min

2. Measurement
Single: 20 min, Triple: 60 min

Grinder

Single area

Triple areaRock

Probe

Measurement point

~ 30 cm

Figure 3: The in situ deep-sea LIBS measurement protocol.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Dive photos of (a) Grinding, (b) measurements (left: single, and right: triple) and

(c) sampling being performed during the dive surveys.
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3. Methods349

3.1. Signal pre-processing350

Well-resolved analytical spectra were selected by setting a threshold of the351

Na I peak at 418.6 nm, which was seen strongly in all well-resolved spectra taken352

in the laboratory and on the seafloor. When targeting the surface of solids, not353

every laser shot results in plasma formation. Therefore, it is necessary to first354

identify whether the spectra observed should be analysed or discarded. For355

this, we use the Na I peak at 418.6 nm, which is reliably present in all well-356

resolved spectra taken in seawater, where the peak can be mainly attributed to357

the concentration of Na in seawater (ca. 2.7 %). In Ref. (Matsumoto et al.,358

2013), Na peaks were observed in measurements of pure Cu metal targets sub-359

merged in NaCl aqueous solutions and is a reliable indicator that a plasma has360

formed. Although the hydrothermal deposits targeted in this work are known361

to contain some Na, the concentration in the sulphide-rich and sulphate-rich362

chimneys is less than 1 % (Nozaki et al., 2016). Moreover, the origin of the363

peak itself does not have an impact on subsequent data processing since the364

concentration of Na is not included in quantitative analysis. Although it is pos-365

sible to generate a plasma in bulk liquids directly with no solid surface to focus366

the laser on, this requires a minimum of 15 mJ long pulse using the focusing367

optics on ChemiCam (Thornton et al., 2014, 2015). The pulse energy used in368

this work was 5 mJ, which can only generate plasma on a solid target. Since369

quantification was limited to Cu, Pb, and Zn and the concentrations of these ele-370

ments in seawater and even in pristine hydrothermal fluids are less than 200µM371

(Kawagucci et al., 2013), the effect of contribution from the seawater and hy-372

drothermal fluid on quantification results is negligible. Selected signals were373

pre-processed as follows; 1) normalisation, 2) smoothing, and 3) background374

subtraction (Andrade-Garda et al., 2013). Signals were normalised by the total375

intensity of the whole spectrum. For noise reduction of signals, a three points376

weighted average smoothing method was used (Andrade-Garda et al., 2013).377

The background continuum was subtracted using a polynominal function (Gor-378
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nushkin et al., 2003, Jurado-Lopez and de Castro, 2002). Each spectrum is379

divided into 2 parts and the background was modelled and subtracted using an380

eighth-order function for the shorter wavelength range and sixth-order function381

for the longer wavelength range, which were experimentally determined. Fig.382

5 shows examples of spectra taken in the laboratory of samples submerged in383

water at atmospheric pressure, and spectra taken in situ at depths of ∼ 1000 m384

during the survey. The in situ spectra are from NB-3, NB-4, NB-11 and NB-385

12, and the laboratory measurements are of rock samples recovered from these386

locations. Elements corresponding to the emission lines of interest were iden-387

tified based on Ref. (Kramida et al., 2012). The peak identification here is388

only for illustrative purposes since the method described in this work does not389

require peaks to be manually identified. No obvious self-absorbed peaks of Cu,390

Pb and Zn were observed. Fe, Cu, Pb, and Zn peaks are seen in all spectra391

with a prominent Na peak at 418.6 nm. Although the Na peak was observed392

more strongly in most of the spectra taken in situ, other peaks did not show393

any obvious differences. This does not impact subsequent analysis since the Na394

peak is removed from the spectral range for analysis since it is not certain what395

proportion of contribution is from the rocks and from seawater.396

3.2. Partial least squares regression model397

The PLS1 algorithm was used to model each element’s concentration. This398

allows for simple interpretation of each component’s loading response (Haaland399

and Thomas, 1988). Each model was constructed by taking the average of400

spectra taken under the same conditions, and multiple data sets were generated401

for each condition. A boot-strap method was used to increase the number of402

datasets by random sampling (Efron, 1979). 30 sets of 70 averaged spectra403

were used as this was found to be suitable based on XRF analysis of sample404

heterogeneity, as described in section 3.3. It should be noted that 70 analytical405

spectra were not achieved at some triple point measurement locations during406

the LIBS measurements, e.g . BS-2, BS-4, and BS-6. These points were removed407

from the in situ data evaluation and the data at these locations were evaluated408
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Figure 5: Examples of spectra taken in laboratory and at the hydrothermal deposit (NB-3,

NB-4, NB-11, NB-12). The black and red lines indicate spectra taken in laboratory and at

the hydrothermal deposit, respectively. The name of the elements which the emission lines

stem from are written above the corresponding peaks. ”L-” and ”I-” in the legend indicate

spectra taken in laboratory and in situ, respectively. The number with ”L-” is the sample

identification number. The spectra taken at NB-3 and NB-4 where triple point measurements

were performed were superimposed as I-1, 2, and 3.
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using the remaining points that had sufficient valid spectra. The PLS models409

were constructed using 32 samples (1 to 23, 25 to 27, 32, 33, 35, and 38 to410

40), and their accuracy was characterised using a standard leave-one-out cross-411

validation (LOOCV), where measurements of 1 sample were used to test and412

verify the models constructed using measurements of the remaining samples.413

The optimal numbers of LVs for the PLS model were chosen to give the lowest414

root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) with a contribution rate415

of more than 95 %. Since the output is the elemental concentration, values416

determined to be negative were set to zero. 8 samples (24, 28 to 31, 34, 36,417

37), which were not used to train any of the regression models, were used for418

validation to verify the cross-validation accuracy. The in situ data were analysed419

using the cross-validation model. The accuracy of the regression model was420

evaluated by the absolute errors (AEs) and REs given as:421

AE = |ŷ − y| (1)
422

RE =
|ŷ − y|
ŷ

× 100 (2)

where y and ŷ represent the predicted and reference concentration, respectively.423

3.3. Sample inhomogeneity424

The spectra were averaged to reduce the effect of target inhomogeneity,425

and multiple data sets were analysed to characterise the consistency of the re-426

sults. In order to determine appropriate averaging and set numbers, elemental-427

wise spatial distributions of sample surfaces were analysed for 8 samples using428

a high-resolution XRF scanner (Hitachi High-Technologies Ltd., EA6000VX).429

The XRF measurement spot size was 30µm and measurement time per spot was430

10 ms. It is noted that the XRF scanner used does not give quantitative concen-431

tration, so the relative intensity is used as a criteria to assess the inhomogeneity432

of each element. Fig. 6 shows an example of the distribution of Cu, Pb, and Zn433

on the surface of sample 16, where the top images show the distributions of the434

surface of a bulk pellet, as is measured using LIBS in the laboratory experiment,435

and the bottom for an original rock surface, similar to the conditions expected436
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during in situ measurements. Inhomogeneity was analysed for both pellets and437

rock surfaces. Several spots with the strong intensities are clearly seen in the438

images of all elements both for the pellet and the corresponding rock samples,439

where in general inhomogeneity is more pronounced for the rock surfaces than440

the pellet. The laser spot size of the LIBS measurements is 120µm in this441

study. The area sampled by each shot is not sufficient to describe the spatial442

inhomogeneity observed, and so multiple measurements need to be made. To443

analyse the distribution quantitatively, measurements with a 120µm foot-print444

were simulated within a 5 × 5 mm box (indicated in the figures). Pixels for aver-445

aging were randomly chosen by the boot-strap method, and the intensities were446

averaged. The process was repeated multiple times. Fig. 7 shows the standard447

deviations of the intensities of different averaging numbers (left) and different448

set numbers (right) for (a) Cu, (b) Pb, and (c) Zn for pellet samples. 8 different449

samples with non-zero element concentrations were analysed. The standard de-450

viations decrease steeply up to 40 averaged measurements and are stable after 70451

averaged measurements for all samples and elements. The standard deviations452

of the intensity of XRF analysis of rocks and pellets are compared in Fig. 8.453

The standard deviations of rocks are approximately 2 times larger than pellets454

for a 5 × 5 mm spatial scale, converging after 70 samples. After convergence, the455

average value extracted remains within 10 % standard deviation. This is con-456

sidered acceptable for the purposes of this study to characterise inhomogeneity457

of a single point over these spatial scales. Regarding the set number, there is458

no obvious trend for pellet and rock samples as seen in Figs. 7 and 8. The set459

number was set to 30 to avoid fluctuations with smaller set numbers seen in460

some samples.461
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Figure 6: (a) The surface image and distributions of (b) Cu, (c) Pb, and (d) Zn of sample

16. The top images were taken for a bulk pellet, whereas the bottom ones were taken for a

rock piece. The 5 × 5 mm black boxes in (b) to (d) indicate the area used to analyse surface

inhomogeneity.

4. Results and discussions462

4.1. Cross-validation and validation results463

4.1.1. Cross-validation results464

The PLS calibration models constructed are shown in Fig. 9 where the465

plot shows a linear model of the calculated concentration as a function of the466

benchmark concentration (indicated as actual concentration) and 95 % confi-467

dence intervals. The optimal numbers of LVs to minimise RMSECV were 13 for468

Cu, 11 for Pb and 6 for Zn. The circles indicate the average results calculated469

from the 30 sets of averaged measurement for each sample with the standard470

deviations for cross-validation (black) and validation (red), respectively. The471

black and red outline marks indicate the values calculated negative and set to472

0 for cross-validation and validation, respectively. The black solid and dotted473

lines indicate the linear regression and y = x , respectively. The grey zones in474

the figures represent the 95 % confidence intervals of the regression analysis. All475

slopes of the linear regression lines are smaller than 1, which are often seen in476
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Figure 7: Standard deviations of the intensity of XRF analysis of pellets for (a) Cu, (b) Pb,

and (c) Zn. The x-axes of the figures on the left-hand side are the averaging number where

the dataset number was fixed at 30, and the x-axes of the figure on the right-hand side are

the number of averaging sets where the averaging number was fixed at 70.
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Figure 8: Standard deviations of the intensity of XRF analysis of (a) Cu, (b) Pb, and (c) Zn

for comparison of pellets and rocks. The x-axes of the figures on the left-hand side are the

averaging number where the dataset number was fixed at 30, and the x-axes of the figure on

the right-hand side are the number of averaging sets where the averaging number was fixed

at 70. The black and red lines indicate bulk pellets and rock surfaces of the same samples,

respectively.
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PLS calculations using LIBS data (Clegg et al., 2009, Martin et al., 2013), and477

is also expected due to setting a 0 % lower limit for the predicted output. Pb478

has the closest linear regression to y = x and the highest R2 value of 0.75. Zn479

has an R2 value of 0.68, and Cu has an R2 value of 0.58. The values of AEs480

and REs are summarised in Table 1. To compare results from 3 elements with481

the different concentration ranges, “Band” 1 to 5 indicate normalised bands482

of actual concentration of 0 to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.4, 0.4 to 0.6, 0.6 to 0.8, and 0.8483

to 1 where the minimum and maximum concentration of sample sets for each484

element are set as 0 and 1, respectively. The ranges of actual concentrations485

according to the range band are described as “Range”. “Num.” indicates the486

number of samples in each range band. The AEs are ∼ 1 % for Cu, 2 to 5 % for487

Pb, and 6 to 11 % for Zn in all ranges, which indicates that AEs are independent488

of the bands. The difference between the AEs of elements might come from the489

concentration range of the models since the maximum concentration of Cu in490

the model is 8.02 % whereas that of Pb and Zn are larger, at 26.5 and 51.2 %,491

respectively. As a result, the REs in the low concentration range are large, and492

beyond reliable quantification of compositions in the lowest concentration band.493

REs of higher concentration ranges, i .e. the bands 2 to 5, have stable values494

around 20 %, except for the band 2 of Zn, which is 53 %. For these concentration495

ranges, the accuracy of the PLS calculation has an average RE of 25.7 %. From496

the results, the reliable range of PLS calculations in this study is determined as497

the bands 2 to 5, which is equivalent to 0.2 to 1 of the modelled concentration498

range for each element.499

4.1.2. Validation results500

The AEs and REs calculated from the results of 8 independent validation501

samples not used to train any of the regression models are summarised in Table502

2. The validation results follow the trends seen in the cross-validation. While503

AEs and REs of validation in the band 1 is around 70 %, which is less than504

the values of cross-validation, it is still considered too high for reliable analysis.505

In the bands 2 to 5, the average RE is 24.3 %, which is in close agreement to506
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Figure 9: PLS results of (a) Cu, (b) Pb, and (c) Zn. The black and red circle indicate the

average results calculated from the 30 sets of averaged measurement for each sample with the

standard deviations for cross-validation and validation, respectively.

Table 1: AEs and REs of the PLS calculations for Cu, Pb, and Zn during cross-validation.

“Band” 1 to 5 indicate the bands of actual concentration of 0 to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.4, 0.4 to 0.6, 0.6

to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1 where the minimum and maximum concentration of sample sets for each

element are set as 0 and 1, respectively. The ranges of actual concentrations according to the

range band are described as “Range”. “Num.” indicates the number of samples in each range

band.

Cu Pb Zn

Band
Range

(%)
Num. 

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

1 0 to 1.60 13 1.14 9830 0 to 5.30 17 3.10 >10000 0 to 10.2 11 6.13 >10000

2 1.60 to 3.21 5 0.62 30.8 5.30 to 10.6 6 2.18 27.7 10.2 to 20.5 3 7.94 52.8

3 3.21 to 4.81 11 1.15 27.0 10.6 to 15.9 5 2.29 17.6 20.5 to 30.7 7 7.48 28.9

4 4.81 to 6.42 2 0.95 18.5 15.9 to 21.2 1 5.32 29.7 30.7 to 41.0 6 7.42 21.9

5 6.42 to 8.02 1 1.51 18.9 21.2 to 26.5 3 2.90 11.2 41.0 to 51.2 5 10.84 24.1
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Table 2: AEs and REs from the validation of Cu, Pb, and Zn.

Cu Pb Zn

Band
Range

(%)
Num. 

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

1 0 to 1.60 0 - - 0 to 5.30 5 1.38 70.7 0 to 10.2 2 4.08 71.8

2 1.60 to 3.21 4 0.83 48.2 5.30 to 10.6 0 - - 10.2 to 20.5 2 5.57 30.7

3 3.21 to 4.81 2 0.99 26.2 10.6 to 15.9 3 4.62 34.3 20.5 to 30.7 1 0.15 0.71

4 4.81 to 6.42 1 0.26 4.02 15.9 to 21.2 0 - - 30.7 to 41.0 2 8.86 25.9

5 6.42 to 8.02 0 - - 21.2 to 26.5 0 - - 41.0 to 51.2 0 - -

the results of the cross-validation study. To remove signals of samples with low507

concentrations of targeted elements from the validation data, a cut-off limit of508

the height of peaks of targeted elements can be set. Alternatively, to improve the509

accuracy of the PLS model for the low concentration range, a method which can510

first determine an optimal range of a PLS model, such as the sub-model method511

suggested in the ref. (Anderson et al., 2017), could potentially be applied in512

future studies.513

4.2. Results of in situ data514

4.2.1. Comparison of pellets and rocks515

The PLS results of in situ data taken at the NBC mound and the Bio Site516

are shown in Table 3. In situ data consists of measurements of the ground517

surface of natural hydrothermal rock deposits taken at a water depth of 1000 m518

as described in section 2.2.2. Since reliable results are not expected from band519

1, concentrations of band 1 were removed from analysis. Compared to the520

cross-validation and validation results of bulk pellets shown in Tables 1 and521

2, REs are large with respect to the benchmark values, with an average of522

54 %. This is approximately double the average RE for the pellets, which is in523

agreement with the trends seen in the XRF measurements in Fig. 8. While the524

results are in agreement, there are however, some differences in concentrations525

observed between both the individual measurement sets constituting a triple526

point measurement, and samples that were collected from the same location527
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Table 3: AEs and REs from the in situ data of Cu, Pb, and Zn taken at the NBC mound and

the Bio Site.

Cu Pb Zn

Band
Range

(%)
Num. 

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

Range 

(%)
Num.

Ave. 

AE (%) 

Ave. 

RE (%) 

2 1.60 to 3.21 4 0.80 42.6 5.30 to 10.6 7 4.20 54.6 10.2 to 20.5 3 17.1 98.1

3 3.21 to 4.81 2 1.66 46.2 10.6 to 15.9 1 0.97 8.22 20.5 to 30.7 4 8.77 38.6

4 4.81 to 6.42 1 4.93 77.7 15.9 to 21.2 0 - - 30.7 to 41.0 3 16.2 42.9

5 6.42 to 8.02 1 6.34 79.1 21.2 to 26.5 0 - - 41.0 to 51.2 0 - -

that are not described by the laboratory analysis. The two possibilities are528

lateral surface inhomogeneity on scales > 5 mm that were characterised in Fig.529

8 where another possibility is because the concentration of elements can vary530

significantly within inner and outer cross-sectioned profile of the targets. Ref.531

(Halbach et al., 1989) reported that a 2 cm depth difference from the surface532

layer of a hydrothermal deposit from the Okinawa Trough shows 10 times higher533

concentration of Zn than at the surface. In ref. (Noguchi et al., 2011), variations534

of main elements within a 90 cm long chimney taken in the Okinawa Trough were535

described as 0.01 to 4 % for Cu and 0 to 20 % for Zn. While rocks measured536

using LIBS were targeted for sampling during the ROV dive surveys, some were537

not exact ones measured but were sampled within arms reach due to limitations538

of the ROV’s ability to sample the desired target. This could cause unmatched539

quantitative results between samples that had their bulk composition analysis,540

and rock surfaces that represent a specific depth layer. The next subsection looks541

at the effect of large-scale inhomogeneity to quantitative results by comparing542

the results of triple and single point measurements and samples recovered from543

adjacent locations in more detail.544

4.2.2. Comparison of triple and single points545

To investigate whether the results of triple point measurements represent546

larger-scale inhomogeneity within the spatial interval (∼ 30 cm) between mea-547

surements, or if the variation observed is just a function of the number of mea-548
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surements being larger is effective, the results of triple point measurements and549

single point measurements where the large number (> 210) of spectra were ob-550

tained from one location are compared in Fig. 10. Locations at the NBC mound551

and the Bio Site where the element concentration range is in bands 2 to 5 are552

shown. The grey and black bars indicate the actual concentrations and calcu-553

lated concentration from triple point measurements (values from 3 independent554

points are shown as 1, 2, and 3), respectively. The pink and red bars indi-555

cate the actual concentrations and calculated concentrations from single point556

measurements (3 independent results with different 30 datasets calculated from557

70 averaged spectra are shown for each measurement as a, b, and c), respec-558

tively. Actual concentrations of all rocks taken at each location where multiple559

rocks were obtained are shown independently. The numbers in the second row560

indicate the sample identification numbers shown in Table S1 (Supplementary561

Material). The grey background shows the average concentration of 3 points for562

triple point measurements, and the pink background shows the average concen-563

tration of 3 datasets for single point measurements. It is clear that the actual564

concentrations of rocks taken at the same locations have large variance, and the565

concentrations for triple point measurements vary between local locations inter-566

vals (∼ 30 cm), whereas similar concentrations were calculated from 3 different567

datasets for the single point measurements. It can be said from the results that568

large-scale inhomogeneity does exist and multiple measurements are needed for569

express this. Differences between the results of in situ measurements and sam-570

ple benchmark values can be caused by the this effect. Since the ablation mass571

of the analyte in LIBS measurements is of the order of ng per shot compared to572

several tens of mg order of bulk powder for ICP-MS, it can be said that LIBS573

is more sensitive than traditional methods of laboratory analysis to the effects574

of local-scale target inhomogeneity. While this can be useful for high-resolution575

rock surface analysis, obtaining representative composition that is comparable576

to traditional sampling at a specific measurement location requires measurement577

of the bulk material, and varying location of the measurement over a multitude578

of scales to gather more representative information. Since LIBS measurements579
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are semi-destructive, ablating a small amount of material with each shot, one580

way to further increase bulk information is to increase the number of analyt-581

ical spectra. This can be achieved by increasing the frequency of laser shots,582

which is realistic considering commercial lasers that routinely fire pulsed at >583

30 Hz pulse repetition rates. Another solution is to make in situ measurement of584

slurry during the grinding process of rocks. It has been shown that analytically585

useful LIBS spectra can be obtained from an ore slurry in the laboratory using586

the same laser and detector system as this work (Nakajima et al., 2019). This587

could realise bulk measurement during the grinding process efficiently and lead588

to further improvement in the estimates of mineral distributions.589

4.2.3. Grinding effect590

During in situ measurements, NB-12 was the only location where the grind-591

ing process was skipped due to the steep slope making landing impossible. Con-592

sidering the quantification results of NB-12 in Fig. 10, while the concentration593

of Cu is calculated close to the actual concentration, Pb and Zn have poor AEs594

compared to other in situ data regarding these elements. This might be because595

of lack of the grinding process and leaching of surface layer composition over596

extended periods, or enrichment effects during deposition.597

4.2.4. In situ chemical map598

Figure 11 shows the map of the survey area with the information of Cu, Pb,599

and Zn concentrations calculated from (a) the in situ data and (b) benchmark600

values obtained from ICP-MS. The size of the circle indicates the difference of601

the bands 2 to 5 and the reliable accuracy range is limited to samples with602

concentrations in this range. Visualisation of the in situ concentration shows603

similar trends in element distribution to the benchmark values. As discussed in604

section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the average RE of quantitative results was obtained as605

25 %. While it is one order of magnitude higher than typical values taken for606

Cu, Pb and Zn in rocks using LIBS and XRF in air and needs to be reduced in607

future studies, the advantage of in situ analysis using LIBS is that the number608
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Figure 10: Comparison of quantitative results obtained from triple and single point measure-

ments. The grey and black bars indicate the actual and calculated concentration from triple

point measurement (the value from each point is shown as 1, 2, and 3), respectively. The

pink and red bars indicate the actual and calculated concentration from single point measure-

ment (3 independent results with different 30 datasets calculated from 70 averaged spectra are

shown for each measurement shown as a, b, and c), respectively. The numbers in the second

row indicate the sample identification numbers. The grey and pink backgrounds show the av-

erage concentration of 3 points for triple point measurements and the average concentration

of 3 datasets for single point measurements, respectively.
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of measurement points can be increased significantly compared to analysis of609

sampled rocks. For rocks and deposits, the sampling capacity of submersibles is610

limited by available space for storage and upthrust available for recovery. Once611

either of these limits is reached, it is necessary to recover the samples before612

continuing survey operations. This is particularly limiting for platforms with613

otherwise long mission duration, e.g . field resident ROVs (Purser et al., 2013,614

Doya et al., 2017) where there are few opportunities to transit through the wa-615

ter column, and for platforms with limited upthrust, such as AUVs which rely616

on drop weights or buoyancy engines (typically no more than a few kilograms617

capacity) (Thornton, 2019), or hybrid ROVs that have near neutral buoyancy618

and use thin fibre-optic umbilical cables that cannot be used to lift the increased619

weight of platform. Although in some operations, purpose-designed lift systems620

can be loaded by submersibles to recover samples independently of the platform,621

this introduces operational complexity (Miller et al., 2018). In situations like622

these, in situ measurement can potentially increase the resolution and efficiency623

of chemical surveys. In addition to situations where the platform’s sampling ca-624

pacity is a limited factor, there are also applications where real-time knowledge625

of mineral distribution for multi elements is of value. For applications such as626

mining, it is valuable to know the composition of the target in situ to inform627

real-time decisions about whether to continue drilling and sample recovery oper-628

ations and so avoid an unnecessary effort of low-grade substrate recovery (Naka-629

jima et al., 2019). For applications such as pollution monitoring, knowledge of630

the target composition and concentration of elements can derisk or mitigate631

the need for handling of toxic substances (Saeki et al., 2014). Another inter-632

esting development is applications investigating extraterrestrial oceans, with633

several groups investigating chemical and biological survey of under-ice oceans634

of Titan, Encaledus and Europa where a sample return would be significantly635

increase operational cost and complexity (Fortes, 2000, Hsu et al., 2015, Lowell636

and DuBose, 2005, Sobron et al., 2018).637
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Figure 11: Chemical map of Cu, Pb, and Zn created from (a) the PLS analysis of in situ data

and (b) benchmark values concentrations for comparison. Points where rocks with benchmark

concentrations over 0.2 of the concentration ranges of the cross-validation models are shown.
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5. Conclusions638

• This work has demonstrated for the first time in situ quantification of Cu,639

Pb, and Zn in deep-sea minerals at > 1000 m water depth by combining640

LIBS and multivariate analysis and generated maps of elemental distribu-641

tion in a deep-sea hydrothermal vent system that are in broad agreement642

with distribution patterns of sampling based benchmark values.643

• The reliable range of concentrations determined by cross-validation studies644

and independent validation is between 0.2 and 1 of the range of concen-645

trations used to train the PLS models.646

• An average RE of 25 % was achieved in this range for all 3 elements that647

were quantified for powder submerged bulk pellets.648

• The effects of target mineral inhomogeneity can be addressed by increasing649

the number of shots, where for a 120µm laser footprint, for hydrothermal650

pellets and natural rock surfaces, averaging 70 repetitions was sufficient651

for convergence in the setup in this study, where natural rock surfaces652

exhibited a larger level of stable variation after convergence.653

• Measurements of rock surfaces are more susceptible to the effects of in-654

homogeneous element distribution, with both XRF and LIBS measure-655

ments showing approximately double the variation compared to ground656

pellets for the hydrothermal samples used in this work.657

• The representation of bulk mineral composition can be improved for a658

given number of in situ measurements by locally moving the measurement659

location over small distance intervals of ∼ 30 cm.660

• The technique enables a significant increase of measurement points to661

obtain detailed mineral distributions, real-time chemical feedback during662

deep-sea operations and chemical surveys in situations or with platforms663

where sample recovery is not possible.664
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6. Future recommendation665

• Developments of increase long pulse laser repetition rates should be pri-666

oritised to increase accuracy and speed of in situ surveys.667

• Optical setups to measure ore slurry in situ should be prioritised for repre-668

sentative bulk measurement and application to real-time mineral sorting669

during mining.670
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